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VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF ALBEMARLE COUNTY 
HARRY W. WEST, 
Plaintiff 
v. AMENDED MOTION FOR JUDGMENT 





















Stanley P. Wilcox 
President 
Route 1, Box 620 
crozet, Virginia 22932 
WILLIS CHITTUM 
2318 Right Avenue 





SERVE: Stanley P. Wilcox 
General Partner 
Route 1, Box 620 
Crozet, Virginia 22932 
!! ~: Comes now Harry w. West, Plaintiff herein, by counsel, 
•: and moves this Court for judgment against United Services Indus-
tries, Inc., Willis Chittum and Kensington Associates, jointly 
and severally, on the grounds and in the amounts as hereinafter 
set forth: 
. 
1. That plaintiff Harry w. West is over the age of 18 
:i years and is a resident of Albemarle County, Virginia. 
! ~ 
' ! 2. That defendant. United Services Industries, Inc., 
hereinafter referred to as "United", is a Virginia corporation 




13. That the negligent conduct of United, either of 
omission or commission, was a, or the sole, direct and proximate 
cause of the gunshot wound to plaintiff by Chittum. 
14. That the negligent con?uct of United, either of 
omission or commission, was a , or the sole, dir.ect and proximate 
cause of the gunshot wound to the plainti~f by Chittum. 
COUNT TWO 
Pla~ntiff hereby incorporates paragraph 1 through 14 
as if stated verbatim and for his second count states as follows:: 
lS.That Kensington was negligent in that it: 
a) failed to properly instruct Chittum in the use 
11 and care of the firearm: 
tl 
b) failed to adequately investigate the background of 
Chittum to determine his fitness for being issued a firearm: 
.·c) failed to adequately supervise Chittum in the use 
of·said firearm: 
d) knew or should have known that Chittum was an I 
I 
unreasonable but forseeable risk of bodily harm to plaintiff. 1 
16. That the negligent condu:t.of Kensington, either o~ 
omission or commission, was the sole, direct and proximate cause I 
of the gunshot wound to the plaintiff by Chittum. . 
COUNT THREE 
Plaintiff hereby incorporates 1 through 16 of this 
Motion for Judgment as if.stated verbatim and for his third 




17. That at all times incident to. the shooting of the 
plaintiff by Chittum, Chittum was the employee of Kensington 
• 
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KENSINGTON ASSOCIATES, a --
Limited Partnership 
SERVE: Stanley P. Wilcox 
General Partner 
Route 1, Box 620 
Crozet, Virginia 22932 
AMENDED MOTION FOR JUDGMENT 
11 
n Comes now Harry w. West, Plaintiff herein, by counsel, 
,, and moves this Court for judgment against United Services Indus-






and severally, on the grounds and in the amounts as hereinafter 
set forth: 
. 
1. That plaintiff Harry W. West is over the age of 18 
!i years and is a resident of Albemarle County, Virginia. 
:: 
d 2. That defendant. United Services Industries, Inc., 
1i ;; 
; 1 hereinafter referred to as "United", is a Virginia corporation I! 











general construction and regularly conducts its affairs and 
business activity in said County and was the employer of 
plaintiff. 
3. That defendant Willis Chittum, hereinafter referred 
to as "Chittum", was at times incident hereto the emp1oyee·of 
Kensington Associates and acting within the scope of that 
employment at the time of the incident which is the subject of 
this suit. 
4. That defendant Kensington Associates, hereinafter 
referred to as "Kensington" is a limited partnership of which 
I 
I 
Stanley P. Wilcox is a general partner and resident of Albemarle J 
I 
County, Virginia. I 
s. That on or about May 13, 1981, Kensington Associate' 
I 
I 




6. That on or about May 13, 1981, United was perform-
! 
Richmond and formerly known as the Johnson-Willis Hospital. 
ing renovation work at the property owned by defend~t Kensingtonf 
7. That defendants United and Kensington were involved! 
. 
in a joint venture in the renovation of the property formerly 
known as the Johnson-Willis Hospital. 
8. That on or about May 13, 1981, Chittum was acting 
as a Security Guard and protecting the property which was the 
subject of the aforesaid joint venture. 
9. That on or about May 13, 1981, during the course of: 
his employment, Chittum carried a revolver which he used in the 
performance of his duties and the existence of which was known 







10. That on May 13, 1981, plaintiff was performing 
construction work at the property referred to hereinabove as the 
former Johnson-Willis Hospital. 
11. That on May 13, 1981, plaintiff was shot by 
defendant Chittum while defendant Chittum was within.the scope 
of his employment of the joint venture between United and 
Kensington. 
12. That as a result of said gunshot wound plaintiff -r-
received severe and permanent injuries and disfigurement, pain an~ 
suffering, was unable and still is unable to work and has lost I 
wages and future wages as a result thereof, has incurred and will! 
l 
continue to incur medical bills in the treatment of this injury. 
COUNT ONE 
That United was negligent in that it: 
a) failed to properly instruct Chittum in the use 
and care of the firearm; 
b) failed to adequately investigate the background of 
Chittum to determine his fitness for being issued a firearm; 
c) failed to adequately supervise Chittum in the use 
of said firearm; 
d) knew or should have known that Chittum was an 
unreasonable but foreseeable risk of bodily harm to plaintiff; 
e) failed to provide plaintiff with a reasonably safe 
place as was its duty as owner of the premises in which the 












13. That the negligent conduct of United, either of 
omission or commission, was a, or the sole, direct and proximate 
cause of the gunshot wound to pl~intiff by Chittum. 
14. That the negligent con?uct of United, either of 
omission or commission, was a , or the sole, dir.ect and proximate 
cause of the gunshot wound to the plainti~f by Chittum. 
COUNT TWO 
Plaintiff her~by incorporates paragraph 1 through 14 
as if stated verbatim and for his second count states as follows:: 
!~That Kensington was negligent in that it: 
a) failed to properlY instruct Chittum in the use 
and care of the firearm; 
b) failed to adequately investigate the background of 
Chittum to determine his fitness for being issued a firearm; 




d) knew or should have known that Chittum was an 
unreasonable but forseeable risk of bodily har.m to plaintiff. 
. --- . 
16. That the negligent conduct.of Kensington, either 
omission or commission, was the sole, direct and proximate·cause 
J 
of the gunshot wound to the plaintiff by Chittum. 
COUNT THREE 
Plaintiff hereby incorporates 1 through 16 of this 
Motion for Judgment as if stated verbatim and for his third 
count states as follows: 
17. That at all times incident to the shooting of the 







~~~ Associates and within scope of that employment and that the 
I · negligence of Chittum is thereby imputed to Kensington. 
jl 
J! 
18. That after the shooting of plaintiff by Chittum 
!/ Kensington ratified the acts of Chittum and therefore his 
jl 
. negligence can be imputed to Kensington. 
COUNT FOUR 
Plaintiff hereby incorporates paragraphs 1 through 18 
of this Motion for Judgment as if stated verbatim and for Fourth 
Count states as follows: 
I 19. That United and Kensington were involved in a 
!1 joint venture and that Kensington owned the property known as the 
1l former Johnson-Willis Hospital and United was performing the 
construc~ion and renovation of same. 
20. That the shareholders of United are general 
I partners in· Kensington Associates and that the ownership and 
j, renovation of Johnson-Willis Hospital was a joint venture between! 
II f<en:Sltigton and United. -That the employment o:f; Chittum was for th~ 
II 
5 
purpose of protecting the property and employees of the joint 
venture. 
21 That as a result of the joint venture, Kensington 
and United are jointly and severally responsible for the actions 
of Willis Chittum who was protecting the interest of botP as a 
security guard at the above-described ~roperty. 
COUNT FIVE 
Plaintiff hereby incorporates 1 through 21 as if stated 
verbatim and for his Fifth Count states as follows: 
22. Defendant Chittum was negligent in that he: 
a) failed to use reasonable care in the performance 




with his revolver: 
c) discharged a firearm injuring plaintiff. 
23. That the negligent conduct of Chittum was a, or 
il I: the sole, proximate cause of the injury to plaintiff. 
COUNT SIX 
Plaintiff hereby incorporates paragraphs 1 through 23 
il 
i.l as if stated verbatim and for his Sixth count states as follows: 
, 24. That the conduct of all three defendants as set 
I 
! forth shows a willful and wanton disregard for the safety of 
plaintiff and the defendants knew or should have known that their 
. . 
conduct was likely to cause severe injury to plaintiff. 
25. That the willful and wanton conduct of the 
II 
II !I 
11 ~ l 
1 'defendants was the direct cause of the severe, permanent injury I 
6 
and disfigurement suffered by plaintiff causing extreme pain and 
suffering. 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff moves this Court for judgment I 
I :i jointly and severally against United Services Industries, Inc., 
il 
II Kensington Associates and Willis Chittum in the amount of Six 
li 
I Hundred Thousand Dollars ($600,000.00) in compensatory damages 
and Four Hundred Thousand Dollars ($400,000.00) in punitive 
damages, plus interest at the rate of ten per cent (10%) per 
annum from May 13, 1981, plus his costs expended herein. 
counsel: 
PICKFORD z~ARKLEY · 
By A ,J.~e..! 
· Willdam G. Barkley 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
HARRY W. WEST 
By Counsel 
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21 I i 
Paul, Smith & Blank 
N & E Building 
P.O. Box 8557 
Richmond, Virginia 23226 
Counsel for United Service 
and Kensington Associ~tea 
Lewis D. Williams , E.squire 
1800 Staples Mill Road 
Richmond, Virginia 
Counsel for Willis Chittum 
TRIAL 
230 Court Square 
Charlottesville, Vi~ginia 
Counsel for Harry west 
February 2, 1984 
and 
February 3, l984 
Before The Honorable Judge David Berry 
I, Shelby J. ~arshall, Clerk of the ~ircuit Court of 1\lbemarl~ county 
certify this to be the original transcript in the matter of flarr~' ~·Y. t·.,~~t 
vs. United Services Industries, Inc., et al. 
TESTIMONY OF WILLIE CHITTUM ~~----------------------------------------------------------~ 24 
Hudson Chittum. 
Q you pled guilty 
A Yes. 
Q On May 13th, 1981, who were you working for? 
A Kensington. 
THE COURT: A little louder, please. 
A Kensington Gardens. 





Q that you were working for 
United Service? 
A No. 
Q do you a deposition 
in my office of 1982?" 
I did. 
Q Do you recall at that time me asking 
working for? 
A Yeah. 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 












Q Do you remember answeri~g at that time, 
thought? 
. 
.· :·: I didn't know, I don't one I said 
at that time, year ago. 
Q Mr. you again. _On May 
13th, 1981, who did for? 
A 
Q true, Mr. as late as 
May 5th you still thought you were worki 
A Yes. 
Q Now, the work that you were doing in Richmond, 
11 I A Yeah. 
t; ~~:~~-------------------------w-a __ s __ t_h_a_t_?--------------------------~~~ 




·- I I 
'. I; 
I:{ i ; 
! ' 











~I . I 
I' 
,. ! I 
-·· I 
Q All right. Now, as a security guard, were you 
responsible for a portion of that building or the whole build-
ing? 
A The whole building. 
Q And what were your hqurs? 
A Four to twelve. 
Q All right, this is four in the afternoon until 
midnight? 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 tO . 
CHARLOTTESVILLE. VIRGINIA .22902 
A Yes, sir. 





Q Now, who handled the security of the building 
5 during the other hours of the day or night? 
6 A Well, they was working there during the day 
7 
so they didn't need none and when I left the security guard 
8 come in. 
9 Q So, when you left at midnight there was another 
10 security guard? 
11 A Yes. 
12 Q Now, who did that 
13 know. 
u Q an 




19 ! Q Did that employee carry a pistol? 
::!o A Yes, sir. 
~~--------------------------------------------------------------------
Q As a security guard, did you protect the 
~2 interest of your employer? 
'. ll . 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Did you lock the front doors? 
A Yes, sir. 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 
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Q Did you lock th~ other doors in the building? 
. A Yes-, sir • 
·.~ .. 
·.Q Nas anyone other than employees allowed into 
the building at night? 
A No, sir. 
Q Was it one of your duties to keep other people 
out? 
A Yeah. 
Q Mr. Chittum, prior to May 13th of 1981, had 
there been some vandalism there at the property? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Nas it one of your jobs to try to prevent .or 
control that vandalism? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Were there building materials there on the 
Q • Chittum, u received your pay-
May 13th, 1981, did the 
whatever 
appear on those 
United Services·. 
Q Where did those checks come from? 
A Charlottesville. 
Q Now, when you were acting as a security guard, 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 































:!:~ I: ,, 
II 
13 1 
down at the JohnstQn-W.illis aospital, did you carry a weapon? 




Q What sort of weapon was it? 
A A .38. 
Q Was it loaded? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Did you carry it in plain view? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q When you say you carried it in plain view, did 
you carry it in a holster? 
gun? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Do you know Greg Wilcox? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Did Greg Wilcox know you carried that gun? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Do you know Ben Rodriquez? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Did he know you carried that gun? 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 
























A Yes, sir. 
. . ··.: x· ··.· .. =·< ~ :· Q Did any of those individuals ever tell you not· 
.. 
.. to· wea·r it? 
A No, sir. 
_Q Did any of those individuals ever object to 
you carrying the gun? 
A Not that I know of. 
Q Mr. Chittum, prior to May 13th, 1981, the day 
that this event occurred, had you ever played with Willie 
Archie in regard to that weapon? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q All right, and when you would play with Willie 
Archie in regard to that weapon, what would you do? 
A Just take.it out and wave it around, but it 
wasn't loaded at that time. 
. MR. SMITH: I didn't understand the witness's 
loaded at that 
A It time. 




Q Did you tell Willie Archie that it was 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 14 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 22902 
2 
3 ....... 
-1 play w~th 
5 A No, sir. 
6 Q Willie Archie was the only individual that you 
7 played with the gun? 
8 A Yes. 
9 Q Would you act as if you were going to pull the 
10 gun out? 
11 A Yeah. 
12 Q And the purpose of this was just to scare 
1:) Willie Archie? 
u A Yeah. 
1:i Q Mr. Chit.tum, if you will direct your attention 
16 now to May 13th, 1981 and this particular incident. Can you 







A About ten thirty at night. 
Q And, you say you worked from four to twelve? 
A Yes, sir. 
21 Q Did it occur during the hours that you were 
:!:! employed? 
;1:1 A Yes, sir. 
~l Q Prior to the time of the accident, did you go 
~;) on or about your rounds? 
15 STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. POST OFFICE BOX 933 
CHARLOTTESVILLE. VIRGINIA 22902 
31 
~------------------------------------------------------. 
A I did, sir. 
2 Was this part of your job? 
3 Yes, sir. 
~ -~· .. Q Did this accident or incident occur in the 
5 recreation room? The so-called recreation room? 
6 A They was in the recreation room, yes, and I 
7 was in the hallway. 
8 Q All right, now, what floor is that on? 
9 A The fourth floor. 
10 Q Immediately or in the interval before this 
11 accident, or incident, did you go on the first floor about your 
12 rounds? 
l:l A Yes, sir. 
Q And then did you go to the second floor about 
15 your rounds? 
16 A Yes, sir. 
Q And then the third and then the fourth? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Now, as you approached this room that I've 
~0 described as the recreation room, did you know whether or not 
21 Harry West was in that room? 
.,., A No, sir • 
Q Did you believe Willie Archie was in that room? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Did you get into that room prior to the gun 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 




2 Did I get in there? 
3 Yes, sir • 
... . . . 
~ A No, I was still in the. hallway. 
5 Q Where were you in relationship to the door? 
6 A About two to three foot from it probably. 
7 Q Now, did you remove the gun from your holster? 
8 A It just had came up to the top of my holster. 
9 Q All right. At the time the bullet was dis-
10 charged, it was out of your holster? 
ll A I don't know if it was or not, when it went 
12 off it scared me. 
11 Q But, you recall the barrel of the gun clearing 
H your holster? 
15 A I don't know if it did or not. 
16 Q At that point, you were in the hallway? 
. I 
17 






Q Do you recall making the statement, "As I 
pulled the revolver up and out of the holster, my finger some-
how got on the trigger and the gun was discharged"? 
21 A I might .have said that, yeah. 





A Well, I probably did say it. 
Q Is it an accurate description of what happened? 
A Well, as I went to raise my hand like that, it 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
17 POST OFFICE BOX 933 





-~?~,:~{~;{;~~{:;:} '·,~ All right, Mr, Chittum 1 on your rounds 1 did 
.~\lr~.hOth; .. ijiside and outside of the building? 
~ - :. . ,.; :·... . . ~·~· :- -:." - . _.· .· .. ·:: . 
. _. · •. ·"'~--.·;.;..-·.·: .... 
A Yes·, sir. 
Q You've testified as to making the rounds 
6 immediately before this thing occurred on the first, second and 
7 third floor, did you go outside of the building? 
8 A Yes, sir. 
9 Q Did anything unusual occur while you were 
10 outside the building on this particular evening? 
11 A Not that I know of. 
12 Q After this incident, were you terminated or 
13 fired by your employer? 
A Well, I didn't know if I was fired or not. 
t;; Didn' t no one tell me • 
16 Q That's my question. Did anybody ever tell you 
!7 that you were fired? 
LH A No. 
14 Q And at that time you believed you 
21 
.A 
22 Q as. to who was 
2:3 the head man of 
Q Now, there are two of them over there. 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 !I 





one sitting on the right 
3 
5 that that's 
6 All right, noted 
j 
8 Q Mr. Chittum, is it a fact that you returned 
9 to work the next day? 
10 A Yes. 
11 Q All right, at that time you saw Stanley ~ilcox1 
12 A Yes., sir. 
13 Q And at that time, did Stanley Wilcox tell you 
that you shouldn't work there until everything was worked out 
1!1 or quieted down? 
16 A Yes, sir. 
17 Q Did he also indicate to you that after that 
lH occurred, he'd get back in touch with you? 
19 A Yes, sir. 
20 Q But, did he ever call you? 
21 sir. 
22 Q anything to 
:!~J contribute to 
Q Mr. Chittum, did you ever go and 
STATEWIDE "ERS, LTD. 
ta PC..~ 1 vrr1'1.c ovA .,~~ 

















IX I 1 
I ~ 
. I 





Q Did Mr. Rodriq~ez tell you to keep that pistol 
· ··'·-~ ·. · ;·_· · ··.:.:~·:.··-: .. _. -~ Not that I can.~. 
Q ••• unles~- it was a matter of life or death? 
A No. 
Q Do you deny that, sir? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q What were your instructions if anything came 
up? 
A I was to call the police. 
Q All right, sir. Prior to 





THE COURT: this 
·Q with the 





Q And I believe you said with~ 
gun was unloaded? 
A Yes, sir. 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 22902 




Q And you also testified, I believe, 
2 
or not you actually out 
• .. ~ t• ' .:. 
·• . . .. ~ 
3 ·o~· ·you. ·tllr~at.~ned teasing Willie 
Archie? 
5 A out. 
6 to pull 
7 him, did you? 
8 A No. 
9 Q All right, sir. Now, on this night in question 
10 
well, first off, Mr. Chittum, wasn't your duty to protect the 
11 materials and the grounds and keep people from coming ori the 
and ~ 
12 grounds I committing vandalism, wasn't that your primary duty? 
A Yes, sir. 
1-1 Q And then, after you made your rounds, your 
•~ next duty was to sit at a desk and let employees, construction 
16 workers, in or out as they desired, isn't that right? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q You had no duty upstairs, did you? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q You went upstairs j~st to visit with the men 
21 in their lounge, didn't you, Mr. Chittum? 
A No, sir, I had duty all over the building. 
Q Why would you have duty all over the building, 
~~ Mr. Chittum? 
A Well, you had·, when you was security , you • d go 
21 STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. POST OFFICE BOX 933 











around and look at e.veJ;:yt~nc;J to ma.ke s1.;1re everything w~s okay. 
·. ·.: .. >.-· ·-'_;~:?~:::· .:.-::· _-. Q Mr. ChittUI!l, as a practical matter, didn't 
·-.·~·;· k~d;;-iqlie~-~-~:tell you not to go up to the lounge room of the 
: . 
·. 
construction workers and bother them? 
A He told me not to bother them, yes. 
Q He told you not to go in there, didn't he, 
Mr. Chittum? 
A No, he just told me not to bother them. 
Q Well, didn't he tell yo~. P9.t . to_ go in there? 
--····--·---
Not to go into the lounge room? 
A Lounge room? 
Q Yes. 
A Yeah. 
Q And that's where the shooting took place, 
15 wasn't it, in the lounge room? 
16 A Well, I wasn't in the lounge room. 
Q Well, he did instruct you not to go in there 
and bother with the men, didn't he? 
A Yes. 
2() Q All right. Mr. Chittum, did the shooting of 
21 Mr. west result from horseplay? 
A Yes. 
Q You had nothing against Mr. West, did you? 
A No, sir. 
Q You were playing? Is that right? 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 22902 22 
--- -·· ------~--~---·----~-·-·-· ----·-· ·- ---·-. .. . . -.------ •· 
---------------------------------------------------------------------, 
A That's right, 
2 Mr. Chi.tt~, you have had right much 




6 A Yes, 
7 Q You 
8 A 
9 you taught the 
10 dangers of them, did 
11 A Yes, sir. 
12 Q . But yet, you pulled out a loaded pistol in 
13 playing, is that right, sir? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q There was no reason for you to pull that pistol 




Ill I I 
I 
20 
A That's right. 
Q And it fired? 
A It went off, yes, sir. 
Q And as a result of your horseplay, Mr. West 
:!I received an injury in the foot, didn't he? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q At that time, you were doing nothing for your 
~ l employer, were you? 
A Yes, sir. 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
POST OFFICE BOX 933 




















Q What we~~ yo~ doin~ for your em~loyer that 
i~~pull tha,t ~istol out of your holster? 
~.;~~-~~·-~::·-.·.,~.--.·:!'.~-r1~:·.:;.~:-,..~ .. A I was st:Lll on duty. 
·._.··:}~~::,:··./ · .. _,~:~,'·':';:::~·?.>t,::. . 
Q well, we don't question you were on duty. 
But, nobody was trying to breqk in, were they? 
A No, sir • 
Q Nobody was damaging any property, were they? 
A No, sir. 
Q So, you were playing. 
did he, Mr. Chittum? 
l4r. Smith, now an 
argument with him. to facts. 
Q 
THE at a time, now. 
or infamous, if Your Honor 
THE COURT: Go ahead, sir. 
Q This pulling of the pistol in no way furthered 
your employer's business, did it? You were doing it for fun? 
A ·Yes, sir. 
Q It was a personat thing with you as opposed to 
the protection of your employer, wasn't it? Now, I know you 
:!:J were working, but wasn't it a personal thing, Mr. Chittum? 
A What do you mean personal? 
Q I mean, you weren't doing something for your 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
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employer when you were horae~l~yin~ around, were you? 
2 
3 
~ -;._~;'!:'--~~·~~k~·~~A No. 
-· -~- ::~::;~~D_:~_.-;:s:}~~t~:-~·s:{~~ 
.. -· "'')·~ )'\,_z'-& . .... --~-~:Q 
.. :.:·:::}f~~~~J.::::;~~~~ And that was what caused the shooting, wasn ' t 
it? 
5 A Yeah. 
6 Q So, this was nothing for your employer, you 
-; 
were having fun, is that right? 
8 A That's right. 
9 Q And you were paid not to have fun, but to 
10 protect property, weren't you? 
11 A Right. 
12 Q And the property was not in danger when yo~ 
1:l shot l~. West, was it? 
u A No. 
1:) Q Mr. Chittum, since May 13th have you worked 
16 for Kensington Associates or United Services, Inc.? 
17 A No, sir. 
lB Q Now, I believe it was your testimony, 
ICJ 
20 A 
::!1 Q Now, it wasn't Mr. Gregory 
22 Wilcox that saw you sight? 
2:1 
::! ~ Your 
2:1 fired on sight. 
25 STATE\ lf. lf. >~- PORTERS, LTD. • --· -· ..... ---' 933 



















Q All ~ight, ~et me ask you this, then. 
that you could ha.ye forgotten whether ~. 
· you to keep :you:r: pistol in your ~r, is tbat 
true? 
A Yes, 
that, could you deny it? 
A I 
the ••• 
THE COURT: ••• Objection sustained. He 
that he could have forgotten it. 
Q Mr. Chittum, I ask you now, do you know whether 
or not Mr. Rodriquez told you to keep the pistol in your hol-
ster? 
A I do not. 
Q All right, sir. Mr. Chittum, your duties 
ta 
1
1 required you to be on the alert to carry out the instructions 
t9 ! ! of your employer to protect the property from vandalism or 
~o breaking. and entering, did it not, sir? 
21 A Yes, sir. 
22 Q How much had you had to drink the night that 
this happened, sir? 
A A couple of beers. 
Q Is it customary for you to drink on duty? 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
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A No, s.ir, 
2 Why did you this n~ght? 
.. · ·. ; ·_:·; .. ~-:.:/_/_:_::~~~~··.' ,: •. '.!;l 
. ;.· ...... ~"' 3 Well, they was having a few beers and they 
.-··-.; 
-~ . .. asked me if I'd have one and I drank one. 
5 Q You knew you were not supposed to, didn't you, 
6 sir? 
i A Yes, sir. 
8 Q Mr. Chittum, have you ever worked, I may have 
9 asked you this, sir, but to make certain - have you put in any 
10 work at all with Kensington Associates or with United Service 
ll Industries, Inc. since May 13th, 1981? 
12 A No, sir. 
13 Q All right, sir. Now, let's go back to the 
shooting, if you will. Was Willie Archie in that roo~, Mr. 
15 Chittum? 
16 A I thought he was. 






Did you give 
. .... -
_,., A Yes, sir • 
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:;rt ma,y have. 
All right. H~ven't you testified in fact, 
your have United Services on it? 
A know if 
Q when you gave your 
deposition office, that you brought 




you seen them then I 
Q All right. And did, in stubs 
Services on them? 
A I don't know now what they had on them. 
Q Mr. Smith has asked you and acknowledges that 
this occurred during the hours that you were working, but you 
were also still on your rounds, is that right? 
• j A Yes, sJ.r. 
1 Q And he has indicated that this, what might have 
caused this, y.ou did not know that Harry West was in that room, I 
I 
did you? I 
A No, sir. 
Q And you didn't get in the room before this thing 
I happened·' did you? 
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A No, si~, 
2 
3 
-':_<(":~-~~~,,~:·} . ~ Did Bar:t:y West l!ay anything to you before th 
e.e:. ~~ .;,-~ischarged? 
4 A No, sir. 
5 Q Now, finally, Mr. Chittum, I don't to 
6 You '·ve testified as to which Wilcox made 
7 
statement to shooting 
8 Do you recall in my office at the and being 
9 
asked why you go back to work? 





I!! Stan just said to wait everything straightened 
1:1 
out"? Do you remember statement? 




Q Do you that Stan Wilcox said, 
11 He just said to wait quieted down"? 
~. 
!7 II II I; A tiilcox 
LH I i 
I 
Q in the in my 
19 
I office, say s Stanley Wilcox? 
:!() I don't remember what 
21 Q Your Honor, I have no At · 
22 this would like to read that portion of the dep sition 
2:1 
::!~ THE COURT: Does counsel stipulate that 
.... -
_..., accurate transcript of the deposition? 
29 STATEWIDE ~ ~ ~ rERS, LTD. p._-
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_ <}~--:~ ·· .. ·: _ ·: __ :r<·~:;,; ~~ All r~9ht, 
~·~s4gtoni- :I:~corpQrat~d? 
sir. Who is the president of 
A Kensington Associates, Inc., the president is 
myself. 
Q All right. Is Kensington ••• 
MR. SMITH: ••• Are you asking, Judge, 
THE COURT: ••• What's the objection? 
• SMITH: I don't have an objecti I just 
or 













right. I' 1 make that requirement 
Q Mr. sure that you under-
president of Kensing-
ton Associates, 
Okay. It's changed ••• 
A •.• Yesterday. 
Q It has changed as of yesterday? 
A Recently, January the 31st. 
Q All right and who is the new president? 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------
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A ~rk K~ater, .~ believe, ia the new p~es· 
:;~)'\:::~ :~~ ,; ·.::·: ,;;_:: ... ~ 
-~~ tri.<;Q.i:{l01:ate 
All right~ Now, 
geneJ;al partner in Kensington 
Q 
A Yes. 
Q Are you in Kensington 
Associates? 
A , yes. 
when did that end? 
January 31st. 
Q Of what year? 
A '84. 
Q All right, so, back on May 13th of 1981, you 
were a limited partner of Kensington Associates? 
A Uh-huh, yes. 
Q All right. How is Greg Wilcox related to you? 
A He's my son. 
Q Is he a general pa.rtner in Kensington Assoc-
iates? 
A Yes. 
Robert Jackson· in 
a 
ha.was a limited partner. 
STATEWIDI ,. ,. ,. tTERS, LTD. 
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e contract for the awne~? 
2 Nobody signed it personally. 
3 Whose handwriti~g is the~e? 
I signed it as. president. 
5 of ••• 
6 A Service 
i Q ature for the owner on 
8 that contract? 
9 A No. 
10 Q Other 
A No. 
Q 
1:1 Services as 
15 Q Is there ~ny other signature for the 
16 yourself? 
17 A Nb. 
lH Q Mr. Wilcox, did United Services employ Harry 
t9 west as of May 13th of 1981? 
A Yes.· 
::!1 Q Did United Services, Incorporated 4 
22 ion for ones 
::!:J that you 
Q Had Mr. West worked for United 
STATEWIDE I ¥-
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33 
Hospital. 
2 And what was your understanding as 
3 
. ·~.\~, r. . ~ :~ : . ~· ·.. . 
· ·~p~o~en · in_.;the past, specifically as a security 
.. · .... :..· . 
a 9'00d record as of 
5 Johnston-Willis 
6 Q But, fact, 
7 never been employed as a s before that? 
8 A 
9 Q Okay. to go down to 




A On occasion. 
}:=; Q You knew he carried a weapon, did you not? 
16 A I knew he did not carry a weapon for a long. 
time and then I knew he did. 
Q All right. Did you ever tell Willie Chittum 
j I 
j: 
Jt) j i not to carry the weapon? 
! 
~~ the· weapon. 
·1·• 
_.,
A I had no conversation with tiillie Chittum about 
work for 
Q Did you ever direct anybody to tell Willie 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
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i I !7 ! ! 
i; 
IH I j 
'I 




Chittqm to get ~id qf th~t 9u~? 
.·· ·~·.:~~···;. ·.·,:~::' .. ·~ .:~·: ;:·A I did not, 
. •. ', 
.~··.·.~:_'··:. ··::~:· ~;·:)'/·::~ :·Q Wasn lt it a benefit to Kensington Associate.s 
to have Willie Chittum ar~eq? 
A Would you repeat that? 
I Q Was it a benefit to Kensington Associates 
to have an armed security guard there such as Willie Chittum? 
A I think his supervisors felt it was. I have 
no feeling one way or the other. 
Q You were a general partner with Kensington 
Associates? 
A Yes. 
Q All right, so, I'm asking you, as a 
partner ensington Associates, didn't 
benefit to employee? 
A the on-the-job 
tell you. 
Q do you think 
it wa$ a benefit to armed security 
guard?· 
A have any way or the 
other. 
Q . As the contractor on this job, 
required under the contract to enforce strict 
good order among his employees and shall not 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
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the work any unfit person or ~nyone not sk.illed in 
· e.4·, ta,.·~tiim? 
..... . .... - • .. -·:...:.t • 
. . . : --~- . . : :':: .... :. 
. .,.. . 
~.. . ... ' 
For the on-th.e-job hours, yes, th~t's 
That was part of the contract signed 
on :Oehalf of Kensington and United? 
A workday, yes. 
Q fact, you service 
act as armed eight in the morning 
or after Willie 
A I couldn't wasn't the manager. 
Q Commonwealth Security? 
A 
Q know if either Services or 
Kensington 
I believe that they did. 
Q Do you know if they employed 
A I believe they were on this job. 
Q Okay. Did they have uniforms? 
A Yes. 
Q Did they carry weapons? 
A I believe they did. 
show you § 10,2-1 of 
Q Yes. 
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A '1All. ~plo.yee.s an the woz;k and all other 
2 llel~ns· wba l'!lAY be affec.ted thereby". 
.. . 
3 
·Q All r~ght~ Keep on, . i. 
A "All the \ic;:>rk and all the materials 
or 
5 
equipment incorporated therein, whether 
6 on the care and custody or contractor 
7 
or any of his 
8 
Q the first para-
9 graph here, 
10 A 
11 Q Yes, sir. 
12 A 
13 Q Yes, sir. 
A "The take all reasonable 
15 precautions for the all reasonable 
protection to". 
Q this 
what is it 
United Service Industries. 
20 Q Mr. W~lcox, were you able to 
21 ting toqk place while Nillie Chittum 
22 A I have no knowledge 9f it. 
Q Did you make an investigation? 
A My managers did. 
Q All right. As a result of that investigation, 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
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were. you able to d~tex;.m.ine whether; he waa ~till on h:i.s rounds 
2 
3 
ctt . t.ll.e .. ,t~~·· .. 'tha t: this h~ppeneq? 
: .::;1~))~~;:~~~:,;:>->.i I believe he w~s. 
Q On those.rounds, did his duties include making 
sure the building was secure? 
6 A Yes. 
i Q Did it include keeping people out that were 
8 
not employees of either one of these businesses? 
9 . A I didn't give him his direct instructions, but 
10 I presume that was the case. 
ll Q And as the president of United Services, y 
12 such as Harry West down there, was it 
sibility of protect 
A 
1~ Q Just Wilcox. 
L6 you know, if you know, 
17 ! if you don't say that, 
'. :I ,. 
w .I i don ' t know. I· II 
L




21 Q All right. l1r. tlllilcox, to your knowledge, who 
~2 did Willie Archie work for on May 13th? 
A Willie Archie was always employed by Kensington 
~~ Associates, a limited partnership. 
37 . STATE. EPORTERS, L TO. 
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You sim~ly ~ust_ giye an answer ~onsistent 
2 
3 
All r:Lght, Mr .. may pro-
5 ceed with examination. 
6 
7 you, sir. 
8 
9 been previously 
10 sworn was an adverse witness and 
11 
12 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
Barkley: 
Q Would you state your fu~l name for the .jury? 
15 A Gregory Colbert Wilcox. 
16 I Q As of May 13th, 1981, what was your relationshif 
17 to Kensington Associates? 
lH 
I<) I ' 
A I was the administrator. 
Q Were you a general partner of Kensington? 
20 A Yes. 
21 Now, Mr. Wilcox, did you ever 
that were Chittum? 
;!.) 
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A Yea. .. 
2 Q All: ;r;~ght... tio~d it .. appear to a;flybod,y 
3 emploYJilent for Unit~d.Se.r;~ 
A Looking ~t the check, yes, maybe. 
5 did pay the corporation payroll and 
6 as management fees, we them manage-
7 
ment fees 
8 Q So, involved with your 
9 payroll? 
lO A Uh-huh. 
11 Q And the from Charlottesville? 
12 A Uh-huh. 
13 Q n of United Services? 
A 
15 the check itself, was nowhere the 
16 sington Associates? 
li A Right, on the tax papers that to 
lH was Kensington Gardens, a limited 
19 THE COURT: By tax papers, do you mean the W 
20 A W-2's, right. 
21 Q Now, I understand it's your position that 
22 Willie Chittum was an employee of Ken~ington Associates on 
May 13th, 1981? 
A That's right. 
Q And was he a security guard? 
39-\ )\ STATEWID Jt. Jt. )/. ~TERS~ LTD. 
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r..~~~:;:~~~iq-f-t-{. He ha.d been wo:r:ki~g at Johnston-t-lillis H.ospital 
<_-:. ~ ... ·:::.· ·:~ ).::~~:-~~ .· ... · .. :: :T, . . .. 
· ..·fdr··ten:~f~~~.~·in .mainten~nc;e ~nd we had mec~nicCll boilers and 
..• ~- . ···.·:-~:.~ ··4. · .• 
other machinery that.-w:e needed him to maintain, preventative 
5 
maintenance plus his job was also to make sure the building 
6 
was secure and to make outside rounds. 
7 Q So, his job involved security? 
8 A Involved it. 
9 Q All right. Now, 
10 ground being hired? 
11 A when he was 
12 hired. 
·• 
13 Q Do to whether or not 
14 he had ever guard· before 
l.!) you? 
16 A No. 
. ~~.\ !7 Q Now, did you, in fact, have an independent 
lH security firm that furnished security guards after Willie 
19 Chittum went off duty? 
:!0 
. A Yes, sir. 
:!1 And what was the name of that 
~:! 
;:!:1 
~ ~ A Uh-huh. 
~~ Q And did they carry guns? 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 31-R 
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.... ~·· ~ .·· __ .: _;?~:_.-<:·"~·:··~:~~ AnCl in you1; role as a general partner for 
. -~~"i1~i~g-~a·Ji-~as·~ociates, you felt it was necessary o.r aJ?propria te 
.. 
. .. · ... 
for those individuals to c~rry_ guns? 
5 A I thought it was appropriate. 
6 Q Who do you work for now? 
A National Health Care Affiliates. 
8 Q What's the name of your 
9 Kensington Gardens. 
10 Q t Kensington Associates? 
11 A 
1~ Wilcox. 
u · A _Kensington 
15 Q You work now? 
!6 A Yes. 
_.·,. !7 l· ,,
II 
IH I! who Willie 
Q Now, 1981, you knew 
l () Yes, sir. 
~I) Q You were down there on the job? 
:?l A What, that night? 
~2 Q No, from time to tim~. 
;::!:l A Sure. 
:n I Q You had seen him with the gun? 
2:) 
,. 
A [Nods head yes]. 
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1 THE COVRT: Mr, W~lqox, if you will 
·,. 
5 the voice. Go ahead. 
6 Q He had it in a holster in plain view? 
i A Yes. 
8 Q You never objected to it, did you? 
9 A No. 
10 Q Did he have a uniform? 
11 A No. Wait a second, he had 
12 right. ~ihat color was 
A 
Q Did a uniform? 
15 A did, no. 
I 16 Q Did 
!7 you were did. 
lH But, you are saying that 
than a security uniform. 
A Yes, I think he wore it from his other job. 
Q All right. 
on the property? 
A Yes. 
Q Did you think that the show of force of having 
a weapon such as the one Willie Chittum carried was help_ful? 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
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2 
3 
his- gun· ...... ,.,; ~- · ..... 
·>~·~;:· ; ... : : ..... ~,.~·'?,'~\~'· .· 




5 A Uh-huh. 
6 Q All right. There were people in the building, 















A No, the only people in the building were the 
construction workers. 
Q What 'I'm saying is, you said he was hired for 
security, would that include the security of the individuals · 
who were staying there? 
A He was not instructed that way. He was in-
structed to secure the building doors and windows and make 
outside rounds. 
Q Did you tell him, "tlillie, go ahead and secure 
the building, but don't worry about the employees."? 
A He was told by his supervisor to stay away from 
the other employees. 
Q He was in charge of locking the doors, wasn't 
he? 
A Yes. 
Q And he was to see who would come in and who 
went out? 
2
:; ~-.~II ________ A_ Ye's _·_ -------------------------' 
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Q There were also supplies and materials on the 
A Yes. 
Q Was there a benefit to Kensington Associates 
to have him there on the property? 
A Yes. 
ou make any 
es. 
Q It occurred during his working hours, did it 
not? 
A Uh-huh. 
Q In making his rounds he would have gone to 
the various floors of the building? 
A Making his rounds, he had scheduled outside 
I 
rounds and he was to, he had a desk and a telephone where he I 




Q ••• But, as part of his job, wouldn't he go to 
~e' first, second and third floors and hallways and make roundst 
A 
Your Honor. 
Yes, I guess so. 
I don't have any oth~r 
tiiL~IAMS: No • 
STATEWIDE COURT REP,ORTERS, LTD. 
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1 ~HE COQR~; Any qi~ect at this time, Mt. 
2 
· who 
· .ccnfusing you ~11 a~d myself a.s to/has him 
. ~··. :~:-
3 (i£ a.n:yo~e ..... yours on direct? 
I do, Judge. 
5 THE you want direct now or 
6 do you wish 
MR. SMITH: I'll ask him a few 
8 questions if it 





1:~ Q Greg, who did Willis Chittum work for? 
H 
I 
A He worked for Kensington Associates. 
l?l 
II Q Who was his immediate boss? 
16 I i A Ben Rodriquez. 
!:- I, 
1: Q And who was the big boss of Kensington 
I 
j l I,_, : ~ .. 
i i Associates' operation in Richmond? 
II 
It) 1 i 
! l 
! I 




Q Immediately or afte_r the shooting, when was the 
firs~ time you saw Willie Chittum? 
22 I 
I 








by the time I got back, Willie was gone, so I saw him the next 
1 
morning. 
~m. BARKLEY: Excuse me, Your Honor, I think he is 
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beyond the scope. If he is making him his witness, that's 
2 fi~e·~··. if··. h~ qoes that with tbat unde;rstanding. 
3 THE COURT: I ~going to allow it,. it's connected 
. J .. 
with the general activities there, a whole lot. overruled • 
. ~ Go ahead, Mr. Smith. 
6 Q When did you first see him? 
A The next morning. 
8 Q The next morning? When you saw him, what did 
9 you do, sir? 
10 A Terminated him. 
11 I Q You terminated him. Did you tell him he was II 










A Yes, sir. 
Q Mr. Wilcox, the Sheriff has handed you a piece 
of paper, can you identify that, sir? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Tell His Honor and the ladies and gentlemen of 
the jury what that is, please? 
A It's an employee change of status. 
Q And what date is it? 
A May 14th, 1981. 
Q Tell His Honor and the jury, if you will, what 
that does or what it says? 
II 
', 1 • A This is a form I send to the office to take him I ~~~~-o_£_£_t_h_e_p_a_y_r_oll~_1_·t __ s_h_o_w_s_t_h_a_t_h_e_w_a_s_d_i_s_c_h_a_r_g_e_d __ a_n_d_t_h_e_ 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
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explanation was, "trlillie endan~ered other employees with his 
2 gun~' • : .. ·--';-., . 
. : .. ----~--/;:~r·~·, 
·. 
3 Q All right, if Your Honor pleases, we move to 















THE COURT: Any objection? Mr. Williams or ~~. 
MR. BARKLEY: Did you, excuse me, did you prepare 
A Yes, sir. 
MR. BARKLEY: And when did you prepare it? 
A It's dated May 14th. 
MR. BARKLEY: I understand. Is that when you 
A Yes, sir. 
MR. BARKLEY: All right, no objection. 
THE COURT: All right, that's, excuse me, is there 





MR. WILLIAMS: Judge, I'd like to ask some questio1s 
11' I: of the witness. 
:!0 THE COURT: On the exhibit? 
.. 
21 MR. WILLIAMS: Yes, sir. 
i 
, I 
THE COURT: All right, g,o ahead with the matter 
I i 
;:!:; I I 
2l I 
the exhibit. 
:!.;1 ui_Q_u_e_s_t_i_o_n_s_b_Y_Mr _ · Nilliams: 
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Q Mr. Wil~o.x, wi.th .reference to this. particular 
.: ~-; .. tl;tw.t; .. ~ou ~ve state4 was co.mpleted on the. 14th of May 
·: : ~-: -~· ~- ,:': .;:·t~ ~~--~~J.-:~:t!:/ ::t, ~~ :_;~· 
-·wh.ic-~~~$_::a.p.p~ently the day after this occurrence that we are 
• ·a • :. ~·~;. ·-~!" .. : • :. • ": • ,. 
here on today, did you actually show that particular paper to 
Willie Chittum? 
A No. 
Q And was it done prior to his coming in to see 
you or afterwards? 
A After. 
Q It was done afterwards? And, do you recall 
exactly what you said to Willie with regard, you have testi-
fied with regard to having terminated him, how did you actually 
terminate him? 
A I actually.used the word terminated and he 
begged for his job back and I said, "Absolutely not". Those 
weren't the exact words, but that's exactly what happened. 
Q All right, thank you. I have no objection to 
the exhibit. 
THE COURT: All right, that's Defendant, let's 
see we have to make a distinction now as to the defendants, 







That would 9e for Kensington Associater. 
THE COURT: 
I 
All right, Defendant Kensington, then,! 
we'll call it, Number One for Kensington. 
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DEFENDANT KENSINGTON'S EXHIBIT Number Onetll so 
· tinle. ~ ··.· 
.· 
THE COURT: All right, that's admitted. 
CROSS· E~1rNATION 
By Mr. Smith: 
Q Mr. tiilcox, you conveyed to Mr. Chit tum on 
May 14th that he was no longer working for Kensington Associate , 
is that right? 
A [Nods head yes]. 
Q In other words, you fired him? 
THE COURT: Now, Mr •••. 
A I wouldn't have used that word, but I terminate 
him. 
THE COURT: Well, whatever your answer is, just 
make sure it's in voice. 
A Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: r~ ah~ad. 
A I'm sorry. 
THE COURT: The court re,porter is having a hard 
:!:3 I time recording your nods • 
A I'm sorry. 
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COURT: .All right. 
By 
Q I don't think the jury has seen this form, 
Willie Chittum hasn't signed this form at all? 
that • 
Wilcox. 
A No, sir. 
Q All right. There's no acknowledgement 
It's a form to take you 
right. But it's ••• 
Q 
A Right. 
All right, you may 
{Witness Stands Aside) 
THE COURT: All right, lt!r. Barkley? 
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TESTIMONY OF HARRY WEST 
1 
MRt, BJUUQ:.EY =- I call .Mr It West, Your Honor~ 
2 COURT: ~11 ~ight. 
3 
BA~EY; E~cuse .me, Your 
west didn't st~nd up 
witnesses 
6 All right. up.and 




10 HARRY WEST, and 
11 testified as follows: 
12 
13 
1~ By Mr. Barkley: 
15 Mr. West, for the jury, 
A Harry West. 
Q How old are you, Harry? 
:20 A Forty-one. 
21 • Q Are you married? 
.. A I got a wife and fiv~ kids. 
. '. 
Q ~·7hat sort of education do you have? 
A I have a sixth_ grade education, very poorly. 
Q And where did you go through sixth grade? 
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1 Crozet, 





7 A No, sir. 
8 Q Can you read at all? 
9 
-A I can read my name and sign my check, that's 
10 can do. 
ll Q You were employed by United Services,_ is 
12 
13 A Yes, sir. 
14 get to that, what sor 
15 you done? 
16 a farm for 






::!:l e boxes and people laugh at you and so I Then, 
~-~ I work for Bottled ~as ~riving a truck for 
::!5 tickets was made out that I could memorize them 
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1 ~~q I wQrke~ tor the~ five 
2 Gex-ck.e th.ere 
3 ~Qr Mr. Wilcox. 
4 you been employed 
5 those types of jobs? 
6 A Full-time. 
i Q Let's get back to United Services, you were 
8 
employed by United Services? 
9 A Yes, sir. 
10 Q Now, who did you kn,:>w to be the boss or 
11 United Services? 
12 A Well, Raymond Madison hired me and 
13 three days t 
14 seen him, but somewhere Mr. 
15 Raymond Madison me to him in Crozet. 
16 Q e introduced? 
A the cold storage. 
Q question that you were 
19 working for United en some questions of 
~o other people. 
• 21 · ..... 
22 was from ••• 
.,. 
-:1 
when I got my check my 
l1R. SMITH; •· .. • If Your Honor pleases, 
was an employee of United S~rvices. 
THE COURT: So noted, then. You ~on't have·to 
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Q on th.~ Windhall,l ~roject, .what h.Q\lrs did 
2 
··-·- .. . ,~ .-
' .. 
3 . . : ,., . 
. A I went to work at seven, seven the 
morning at four-thirty in the. I had to 
5 work overtime. 
6 Q 
A 
8 Q what your weekly 
9 wage was? 
10 A Well, for them, they start-
11 ed me off at an hour and I figure exactly 
l::! what that was, when I quit, they paid sixty, I 
13 believe it it was a hundred and eighty-fa 
u change ••• 
l.) q .;.Each week? Back in 1981? 
to A Yeah. 
!7 0. Okay. Now, you said that Raymond Madison told 
tH you about this job in Richmond. What did you understand you 
i! 
ll) I I were going to be doing in Richmond? 
::!0 A The same type of thing, knocking out the walls 
~I an~ pushing out the block, cleaning up, pouring concrete, maybe 
•l'l lay a few blocks. 
,., 
-· 
right, and where did 
:! ~ 
:!.~ 
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,"{·;;f,~~;::FGt tlell, .we went., Raymond f1adison carried us down 
·~ ... to~~: ~~C:~~¢">And he tol(l us down the.re, we had a. ~aeti~g. He 
·: - ~- .· . ": __ :{~::·· ..... ~ . 
showed us the place ana everything, where we'd be working at 
and he told us that when we, if we didn't want to come down 
here, we wouldn't have no job because there wasn't no more 
99 
work in Crozet and so, he showed us the place where we would be 
eating~ where we would be sleeping, kitchen, everything and 
they put a television in there for us, a big long table, and 
then they had a little meeting. They told us all, he said, 
Wilcox said that he was going to give you all 
extra a week" ••• 
Q ••• What was that for? 
That was for, to help 
Q if you decided that yo to 
work there, were In other words, 
if you decided and forth, to drive 
from Crozet to Raymond 
or anybody offer you gas 
A 
Q done that in keep·your 
to pay for tqe gas? 
A I would have had to pay for it 
Q Could you afford to do that? 
A No, sir. 
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.: . .. :·.·.-·~--:::_-:~;~_.(>", :~·~. ~_g All r~gh.t, Wilcox 
_::had· · .. ~t wei:e 
. r .. . .. 
3 
A bricks and 
5 stuff, just 
6 Q that you were? 
work. 
8 Q And they were supervised 
9 A Yeah., supervised by him. 
10 Q All right. tvhat hours did you work down there 
ll i in Richmond, Harry? 
I 
12 · A From six thirty in the morning until six thirty 
~~ at night, four days and a half a week, come home on Thursday 
H · at dinner. 
Q Now, was this building ever locked? 
A Yeah. 
Q When was it locked? 
A Every night. 
Q Do you remember about what time? 
we used to walk down 
:!I sometimes to when we come 
maybe, time we got 
" 
:n off at 
:!I all. 
i 
·!:) Q All right. 'VTas the front door locked? j 
~----------------------~· 
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I reGkon ~. Chitt~ locked 
Q Who locked the other doors? 
A Mr. Chittum, 
Q Was anybody in charge of security in that 
building? 
A Well, the only one I had seen was Mr. Chittum. 
Q Now, you say you didn't know Nillie Chittum 
until you went down there? 
A Yeah, 'til I went to Richmond. 
Q Do you recall seeing him wear a gun? 
A Yeah. 
Q Did he carry it with him? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q All right. How did he carry it? 
A Kept it on the side here, in a holster. 
Q In a holster? Was it in plain view? 
A Plain view. 
Q Did you ever see Greg Nilcox when Willie 
Chittum was there with the gun? ln other w.ord~, did Greg 
Wilcox know. that Willie was carrying.a gun? 
A Yeah because Willie would walk up and down 
the halls and Greg would pass him so I knew he could see him. 
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A. Ye_s, .t seen ~ c;:ome d.own there, maybe once, 
2 
3 
-~~;{~•,:··~~~\~:week. o;r: so~e.thing like, that. 
"' . 0' ... ;··· • ... -· •• 
· ·.. ·Q All J;igh.t. Oid Stanl,~:y Wilcox se.e Willie with 
+ 
the gun? 
5 A I imagine he would because he would walk right 
6 by him. 
7 Q Before May 13th of '81, the day of the 
8 Chittum ever done anything unusual with the 
9 
A Well, he used to kid Willie Archie 





A I couldn't 
u 
or anything, that. 




IH ll II ,, 
: l II 
[1_) ll 
.. i 
say that happened? 
A Oh, or more. 
Q ~las when it happened? 
A Raymond Madison 
20 I I because my boss at Crozet and my boss in 
2l Richmond him, I said, "Raymond, you 
2~ Willie Chittum, if you,don't, he's 
. ..,., 
-. with it". 
:! ~ Q And how long was that before this accident 
2.) 
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1 I sa.id,, "liilli~", ~ $~id,, "R.aymond ~ SJ.. got 
2 
3 H.arry, there. has 
4 
5 Had yoq heard of yo~ were down there 
6 ~ Richmond? 
7 A No, sir. 
8 Q Did May 13th, 
9 1981? 
10 sir. 
11 When did you first 
1~ A Up in your office. Up there the day 
l:l to you about this. 
Q Now, on May 13th of '81 when this happened, 










A Yes, sir. 
0 Did you work a full day? 
A A full day. 
Q Do you remember what time you got off from 
A Six thirty. 
What qid you do when.you 
fixed us 
a shot of 
like that • 
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~-----------------------------------------------------------. 107 
2 Q Okay. Whe~e w~e you at the ti~e the shooting 
3 
A Well, we. was sitting in there where we eat 
5 lunch at, and supper. 
6 Q Now, when you say, we, these ladies 
7 
8 
9 there, that 
10 At abo·ut eleven thing 
how many people were in that recreation 
A There wasn't nobody else 'cept Willie~Archie 
myself, sitting there watching television. 
- --· ----- - -~-· Q All right. Now, describe that room and 
1:> specifically where you were sitting and where Willie Archie 
16 I was sitting? 
! I 
t:- ! i A l•7ell, we was just like this at the eating 
:I 
! i 
!H i! table. We had a television sitting over there where the i: 
ICJ It Sheriff's sitting at and we had chairs all the way around the I 
I ~n table and we would sit do\orn there, maybe take a drink, watch 
~r the television. At that particular time, Willie Archie was 
.,., II sitting here on the right hand side 9f me and I was sitting 
::!·~ !1 here and the door was behind me. We was sitting there watching ~~ II. the television, just like the Sheriff is sitting there, looking 
~:; j II. right straight at it. 
I. . --------------------------------------------~ 
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1 Q At the t~e ot. t~e shoQtin9, what directio~ 
2 ~::-it'i.l~iet-.C~ttum come fron,t? 
':.·={ t::~t'~:l7~~ I 4oll' t know· 3 
Q tiel!, physically, in the room? 
5 A Well, when I turned around like this, he was 
6 standing on the outside of the door ••• 
7 Q ••• All right ••• 
8 A ••• When I turned aro·und. 
9 Q Were you aware of Willie Chittum prior to the 
10 shot? Did you know where he was? 
11 A No·. 
12 Q Right at that time, you didn't know where ••• 
13 A ••• No, I didn't know. 
Q Did you hear the shot? 
15 A Yes, sir. 
16 Q Was it at that point that you turned around? 
17 A That's when I turned around. 
lB I . Q What, if anything, did you say? 
19 A I just~ I don't know exactly what I said right 
20 at the moment and when I turned around and looked the second 
21 time,· ·he was gone • 
2~ I said, 
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Q And were thQ$.e two men, Chi ttwn 
:, ,:;,:r~;_:::;~\~ ,•,?~,~~": No, sir, it was: 
: and·, ·:$:tuff -'olJt ··.in the 






for Mr. Wilcox 
working for him ••• 
worked for, I 
Like I 
that Kensington or any of them 
them. 
I Q I just understood you to say that Chittum didn't 
work with you, is that, did I misunderstand you? 
A No, he didn't work with us. , I 
Q All right. So, you didn't know who 
know he didn't work for your company? 
Yeah. 
right, sir. Now, you 
MR. ••• Excuse Honor, I don't 
li believe that's what 
l8 THE COURT: it, though, Mr. 
19 Barkley, 
~0 
••• The that I have, Your 
21 Honor, we've I his education; 
22 of ~~. Smith .to say, didn't 
company". Mr. West has said that he work 
he didn't do construction, he said that he he· 
for the same company. 
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THE-COURT: I'll nave to .leave it to the 
2 been ~id. ~nd the jury is. instructed 
3 what contro~s and. not wh~t But, 
4 th.e witness is a ql.lestion and give his own 
5 answer. answers is up 
6 presentation that you 
7 
make in closing arguments says on 
8 the stand, Mr. Barkley, 's reminded that they are 
9 the ones who have t has said or not 
10 
said. 
11 BARKLEY: Yes, sir, that's fine. 
12 THE COURT: Mr. Smith, you may proceed 
13 
14. Q Thank you, Your Honor. Mr •. west, you testi-
15 fied that the building was locked every night and that the 
16 door was locked by Mr. Chittum, is that right? 
17 A Yes, sir. 
18 Q Were all the outside doors or doors 
l9 floor? They 
20 on the fourth 
21 A No, 
Q And further that Mr. 
23 Chittum sat at the door all to comel 
had been locked, is that I 
25 A Yes·, sir. 
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4 A No. 
5 Q Well, how did you and Mr. Chittum get along? 
6 A We got along fine, we got along fine. He 
7 
offered me, when I was down there because I didn't have no 
8 
transportation, he'd say, 11ijarry, if you've got to go down to 
9 the store to get any cigarettes or anything", he said, "You're 
10 
welcome to use my car". 
11 Q You used his automobile? 
12 A No, sir, I never did use it. 
13 Q He offered to let you use ••• 
14 
••• Yes, sir, he offered to let 
15 Q did that a 
16 good friend? 
li A er, I figured it was all 
18 right. If somebody automobile, I would let 
19 them use it. 
20 Q Mr. testifying in your 
21 attorney's the automobile? e depositions? 
22 say just a second•ago that y never used 
A No, sir. 
Q Is that your test~mony? 
63 
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A Y~s, air. I never did borrow his car. 
2 ··>:>.·~~: ::~·t~\~· . Do you reiJlel'(lber IJle ~sking you 
:·.~de~~f~ici~:~:.i~ attorner' s. 




lent me his 
5 
and stuff and 
6 
maybe a little bottle you say that, sir? 
7 




whether you did 
10 
A Yes, sir, because so much has been 
11 life since then. 
12 Q Mr. West, did you say anything at all to ~~. 
I 
13 Chittum before the shooting occurred on the night of the sh9ot-1 
14 ing? 
15 A No, sir. 
16 Q Is it your testimony, then, Mr. West, that 
17 Mr. Chittum came up and just pulled the pistol out without 
18 him saying anything, well, let me ask you before I go - did 
19 Mr. Chittum say anything to you? I 
I 
20 A No, sir. I was sitting at the table and Willie1 
21 come down the hall and he hollered and then that's when I heard 
22 the shot go of£ and it hit my foot and I turned around and 
23 looked.and he was standing in the doorway. 
Q All right, now, as I understand it, yoqr back 
25 was turned to Willie Chittum, nothing was said between the two 
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1 of yo~ ~d he shot YQU? 
2 liell, .he. said: soroei;h.~ng, but I don~ t know what 
3 
4 Q was it s.omethi-~g ~ •• 
5 A ••• Because I was listening to the television, 
6 r had it turned up. • • 
7 Q ••• Had you all had any angry words? 
8 A No, sir. No, sir. tle sure hadn't. 
9 Q was there anyone else on that floor as far 
10 than you,. Willie Archie and 
11 A Yeah, Billy Hoy was in the 
12 street ••• 
13 
•• Was Gary Hoy there? 
14 
15 Q All 
16 A And 
17 Q Carl 
18 A Carl 
19 Q didn't 
20 belong? 
21 wasn't nobody. 
22 All right. There was no problem? 
23 A No. 
Q No security problem, nobody doing 
25 of that nature? 
STATEWll ¥- ¥- ¥- >RTERS, LTD. 
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hope you will have a pleasant trip to Richmond, 
2 
morning ana we will expect to. get 
3 
4 MR. BARKLEY: ~hank you, Your Honor. 
5 SMITH: Thank you, sir. 










• Barkley, I guess.every-THE COURT: 
14 
one is in place and rested the close of court 
15 yesterday in the interest time, merely post-
16 
17 to your case the conclusion. 
l8 
19 ions? 
20 MR. SMITH: If Your Honor pleases, we 
21 Sam Baronian will make it to the court. 
22 THE COURT: All right .. Mr. Baronian? 
23 MR. BARONIAN~ Judge, at this time, I would move 
24 to stri.ke the plaintiff's evidence as to defendants, United 
25 Service Industries and Kensington Associates in that the un-
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cont~adicte~ evidenc~ aa p~offe~ed by plaintiff's. c~$e in 
~;,l~~~~i~f~::~~ the defendant, Chit,tUIII1 .was dririking; defendant 
--:--~~~~~s :~is.regardin.g ins.tru~t;ions o~ his. employer and that 
. . ~ · .. ··:.. . .. 
.::::~~~-··:;·.~·· . .".. '· 
horsepiay ·~as the caqse of tb-e ACcident. And, by no stretch 
of the imagination could the actions of defendant, Chittum, be 
considered within the scope of his or anyone else's employment. 
In support of our proposition, we offer the 
I 
v Hotel Ru~er which was a case that the Supreme 1 
of law, that the act of the employ-1 
ee was the scope of employment and preme Court! 
i 
·enumerated follows: To be within 
employment, has to be fairly and incident to. 
the business of player and (2), to be done with 
a view to further the some impulse 
or motion which naturally incident to the 
it must not arise 
from external, onal motive on the part of 
the servant to do ccount,And, consistent 
with that.theory, and which testi-
rnqny of 
horseplay plaintiff, there 
was no to the premises to~hen he acted and drew 
the his actions were purely the result 
that he admitted that there was no 
him to be where he was and to do what he was doing and 
STATEWIDE ¥ ¥ ¥ rERS, LTD. 
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',:,::;;:~. :~~~:t;{;.¥i';l{!HE CO'!JRT; , • , Well, wasn't the purpose clearly 3 
- .• . 
4 
defined that the only thing he had in mind was to scare Willie 
5 Archie? 
I 
6 MR. BARKLEY: I Yes, sir, if he went into that room.;. 
I 
7 THE COURT: ••• Whether he was in it or out of it •• l 
I 
8 MR. BARKLEY: ••• If Willie Archie was in there. 
9 Now, Your Honor ••• 
10 THE COURT: ••• was there any other purpose in his 
11 going into the room that was disclosed by the evidence·or being 
12 where he was? 
13 MR. BARKLEY: He thought that Willie Archie was 
14 in there, he had no knowledge·of whether the plaintiff was. 
15 THE COURT: Well, the plaintiff has very little 
16 to do with what the act was, whether it was in the scope of the 
17 employment, it's what his purpose was, Mr. Barkley. 
18 MR. BARKLEY: Yes, sir, but what I'm saying is, 
19 is that saying the purpose, this is my purpose ••• 
20 THE COURT: ••• Thought Willie Archie was in the 
21 room. 
22 MR. BARKLEY: Yes, sir. 
23 THE COURT: Or somewhere in the vicinity? 
MR. BARKLEY: Right. What I'm saying, Your Honor, 
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BEN RODRI UEZ 
havi~_g been 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Smith: 
Q Mr. Rodriquez, I'm going to ask you some 
questions and it's all right to· look at me when I ask, but 
when you answer them, look at His Honor and the members of 
the jury so that they can all hear you, would you do that? 
Mr. Rodriquez, please state your full name and address, please?! 
i 
A Ben Rodriquez, 1428 Hopkins Road, Richmond, 
12 Virginia. 
13 Q tYhat is your employment? 
A I'm a maintenance supervisor and safety 
15 officer for the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
16 Q Mr. Rodriquez, where were you employed on 
17 May 13th , 19 81? 
lH A For Kensington Associates. 
19 Q When were you hired by Kensington Associates? 
~0 -~ In July, '80, I believe. 
21 Q And you say believe, is that when you were 
22 hired, July of • 80? 
A Yes. 
Q Mr. Rodriquez, what was your job with 
2.:; Kensington As soc ia tes? 
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1 ~ I was. hired as a maintepance .supervisor and 
2 tQ :tp.k.e. c~e. of th.e: bu~lding ~nc;1 ma,ke. sure it was. secure ~nd 
.. 




















Q tiho. did you supervise, sir? 
A t-1r. Willie Chi ttuni. 
Q How long did you know Mr. Chittum, Mr. Rodri-
A Three years. 
Q And where did you know him before, 
me ask you when was he employed with Who 
employed him? was his boss? 
A 
Q company did 
A 
Q. All right, company you worked 
for? 
P.. Yes·, sir. 
.... 
when \4!a s he ith Kensington Assoc~ 
A was employed at the same I was. 
July of 1980? 
Yes, sir. 
Q All right, sir, that was about 
involving Mr. West, where did you 
t time, si.r? 
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'1! 
2 
3 q. were you Ilia supe;ryisor P.t Johns.ton-Willie 
4 as· well? 
5 A Yes, sir. 
6 Q Mr. Rodriquez, as Mr. Chittum's supervisor, 
7 were you aware that he had a pistol? 
8 A Yes, sir. 
9 Q That he carried it while he was working, sir? 
10 A Yes, sir. 
ll Q How long, approximately, had he been carrying 





A I'd say about 2 months. 
Now, when you sa''~ that pistol on him or he I 
I 
d · h · 1 d · d · h.. · t · ? I starte carry~ng t e p~sto , ~ you g~ve ~m any ~nstruc ~ons. i
I 
A Yes, sir, I told him to keep it in his holster 
17 unless it was a life and death situation. 
LR Q t-1r. Rodriquez, did you give him any instructions 
~ 
: 





A Well, he was to take care of the building, 
secure it, to keep vandqlism, where no vandalism would occur 
and lock the doors at night and just let the personnel that, 
I believe, it was construc.tion in and out. 
Q Did he have a station at night that he was · 
supposed to remain in? 
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A The .s.econ(.i f;Loo;r. 
2 
··: ..... Q ~'lel~., now, if. he was - diq the door to the out-
•• ,:..-.,~: I• ;;; 
3 
.- ·.-- .· 
s~e .en.te~. ·oii:~ the s~cond .floor or the f.irst floor, sir? 
4 A The fir~t floor, 
5 Q And how could he let people in and out? 
6 A Well, it's a window there and you can look down 
7 
· or they would rattle the door. 
8 Q All right, sir. Did you give him any instruct-
9 ions about, regarding the construction people from United 
10 Service Industries? 
11 A Yes, sir, I told him to stay away from them. 
12 Q Mr. Rodriquez, do you have any knowledge 
13 ittum's expertise with. a sidearm or a pistol, 
14 about it? 
15 because we've been 
16 together on the s and very careful 
17 with it. 
18 Q 







Q state an 
you think • Chittum was, ~sed his 
MR. BARKLEY: Objection to 
is whether he did it that d~y ••• 
STATEWIDE 
p 
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inst~uctiQAS wer~ ~nd what an~ standard of 
m~y testify to it, Mr, on,.~ 
... 
. ... !'".· 
Honor, of 
drinking. Mr. if Your 
Honor pleases. 
a question of 1 
l 
not have done, but what company! 
been. I'll allow that. 
Q What was the policy of the company about an 
employee's drinking while on the job? Was it allowed or for-
bidden? 
A It wasn't allowed. 
Q Was not allowed? 
A No, sir. 
Q And what was the company policy if somebody 
was caught drinking on the job, Mr. Rodriquez? 
A You terminated him. 
Q 11r. Rodriquez, you were the direct supervisor 
of Willie Chittum? 










in his holster unless it was a life or death situation? 
I 
A Yes, sir. 
Your Honor, t een an awful 
lot of 1 
STATEWIDE ¥- ''!- · ~ ERS, LTD. 
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Q Did the~ haye qnifo~s? 
·, 
·.·':··"·;··.~- ; ·I\ Yes;,- sir. 
,.. .... . 
· .. ··g Pid they have pistols; 
A Yes, sir. 
I 




Q responsibility w the whole build-
ing, was it not? 
Willie 
A Yes, 
Q Now, same job that 
Chittum did, 
A No, sir, day. 
Q Well, hittum work before 
A He in at night. 
Q start there at 
' 
A sir. 
And worked until midnight? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q All right, now, did 
A A couple of times. 
Q When you did, did you carry a pistol? 








Q But, you knew that when Willie was working 
2-~ there, he carried a pistol? 
25 A Yes, sir. 
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Q All righ~, n~~.r .¥~u s.ay that one 
~.- .. ~~: . .~~·~··. ~~xa~~i:\~ism, is that x-~ght? 
}f:~::fJi~~7,~' :, Yes 1 air. 
•• •• •• • ..... ·., •• # 
Q el}try into 
use on~ of the - a wa,y of 
doors on the first 
A 
one of the 
Q on the first or 
s·econd floor. got in 
a vandal hatever could go anyplace in that could 
A Yes, s.ir. 
Q What r'm saying is, the fourth floor wasn't 
locked, was it? 
A No, sir. 
Q The third floor wasn't locked, was it? 
A No, sir. 
I 
Q So, both of them needed to be patrolled, didn'tj 
they? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Now, during the construction, was 
struction after 
after fQu:z;-
you know about? 
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2 
3 -~:~;;r.~~Jjl:;l';:~~J~ 
.•. ~ . ._ :::. . ·~· . ·, 
And \ih~ was. tha,t, .. $ix-? 
e paid them a m~n~.gen.ten t month to 
4 do our payroll, to 
5 Q United Ser-
6 
vice Industries, Inc. r that job ever completed? 
7 
A 
8 Did Kensington Associates 
9 
according to the contract? 
10 A Yes, sir. 
11 Q What was the policy of Kensington Associates .. 
12 regard1ng drinking of its employees while on duty? 
13 A Immedi~te termination. 
14 Q Does that mean you did ~ot allow it, Mr. 
15 Wilcox? 
16 A Did not allow it. 
17 Q Mr. Wilcox, were you the head honcho for 
18 Kensington Associates at the location where the shooting took 
19 place? were you the big boss? 
20 A Yes. 
21 Did you· ever receive any 
22 Willie 
23 A 
25 A No, sir. 
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the morning of May the 14th, which is, 
2 after the of the 
3 initially 
4 that you did of the 
5 14th, is 
6 A Yes. 
7 Q Now, who did you talk with that morning when 
8 you went back? 
9 A Greg V'Tilcox. 
10 Q And were you terminated at that time? 
11 A As I recall, no, sir. 
12 Q Did he tell you you were terminated? 
13 A No, sir. 
15 you testified, I believe, that you had had o 
16 particular evening of May correct? 
17 sir. 
18 Q the that you had had 
19 any beers to 
20 A No, 
21 Q Had the job site? 
22 
23 Where did you obtain the drank 
2+ on 
25 A From the workers. 
STATEWIC * * * 1RTERS, LTD. 


















at the best, will be twelve o'clock. Now, 
· the':\d .. ~··:;p~1;his is a longer bre.ak than usual, but not 
. .· ... ·. ; . . <. . . . . . . ..:·,~:. :-
case and at this time, the 
deal with by making a record of it, of your 
presence. keeping you the jury room, 
I.am going to give a coffee break or 
however you want to use twelve o'clock and 
wait out in coming back in the 
courtroom and all whether we are 
ready. or not. take the until 
twelve o'clock you have to be 
ed and remain in session. wraps 
from room if you would like. Do not 
please. 
[ Jury Out ] 
MR. SMITH:- If Your Honor pleases, on behalf of 
Kensington Associates and United Service Industries, Inc., if 
Your Honor pleases, the court has already ruled that there was 
19 no joint venture. The court has ruled further that there couldj 
20 be only one· employer and if Your Honor pleases, I submit that 
21 the evidence is that Mr. Chittum was an employee of Kensington 
22 Associates and no one else. That be~ng true, if Your Honor 
please, I move to strike all evidence as to United Service 
Industries, Inc. because they are, respectfully, if Your Honor 
pleases, not involved in this case. 
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3 
4 to the contrary, it was horseplay which the court has found is 





















his employers knew about it. Now, the 
that was true and they knew about 
The company policy is that if he 
fired. 
Now, if Your Honor pleases, the onl here 
that Willie Chi tum has ever been teased, that 
Willie Archie has been teased by tfil is the 
evidence of Harry Willie have testified 
whether or not he had by Willie Chittum. 
Willie Archie was 
j 
here and he was not call-! 
i 
I 
ed upon by the plaintiff to that he, in fact, had 
been teased. There is evidence been 
offered at any time, · that the employer 
., 
e knew th.at the employer 
i 
knew,· to contrary, if Your Honor pleases, only possible: 
ffered of knowledge was th~t Mr. West 
he Madison that t-rillie Chittum was 
with the gun. The evidence 
if Your Honor pleases, that Raymond Madison 
,..... _____________________________________ ___.. 
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5 tive. Mr. what he had being 
6 He indicated that his recollection was better 
7 trial than it was in the deposition. It seems to me it is a 
8 matter of credibility of witnesses in part and it is certainly 
9 not the court's responsibility to make that determination. 
10 Therefore, I find that the ~~'f::~r s_hould go to the jury. very 
11 frankly, I think it is a m~gnty slim case with United Service 
12 evidence of the pay and the relationshi 
13 the family of the corporation and the 
14 seems giye a reasonable inference was 
15 more than contract relationship here. 
16 joint venture, between the con-
~=--.•.-! .. . :·:··-·~~,....,. ... , •• _., .. ..,.. 
17 trol of the premises a the employees. If 
18 out of here, it may 
19 leave the case which 
20 mi9ht be contrary to t them. I think it 
21 · is a factual a factual 
~ dispute and, 
,.~.r#•r••- ,,...;, • 
it should go, to ~he I note 
23 
MR. Sl4ITH: Thank you, Your Honor. 
25 THE COURT: All right. Do we have 
STATEWIDE '1- ,. ,. "ERS, LTD. 
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I .ntigh.t add he.re that 
·P~.a..~tif·~ ~ ... :~ ~:. ass.ume, 
that he could have 
case. It 
tne defense side of 
for the fact 
side of the 
and wanton 
Nest, he thraw a beer can at me. But, 
l
i West has never adopted that as his evidence. I don't find any 
proof of any willful and wanton negligence as to Harry West or I 
any idea of this being pre-planned. That may be where the easel 
off on a different ground in the criminal 
testimony of Mr. Madison, but that was 
the plaintiff so I consider that 
any willful and want intentional act 
so I would still stand on that and 1~ would not 
be appropriate. 
Instruction that Kensington 
Associates is the To that extent, 
unless that is won't give that 
instruction. f there is an issue of was, 
than jury shouldn't be 
to define it. So, to that extent, 
a question. 
STATEWIDE J1. :J1. J1. .TERS, LTD. 
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to prove both negl~genca and causation. 
2 SMITH:: Your Ironor ~ •• 
3 COURT: ••• or master and servant 
4 to allow for that. you said 
5 that if they as employ-
6 ee or if the scope o employment, that 
1 you find for the 
MR. SUITH: 
9 now·, he has 
10 THE 
11 MR. ••• And I entitled to··say, 
12 if you find he an employee. acti~g scope of 
13 United Service or ••• 
14 THE COURT: ••• Exactly what I am right 
15 you would have a verdict for the defendant. 
16 1.-·L.'q. ·SMITH: Yes, sir. 
17 THE COURT: ~o matter which one was employer, so, 
18 you've got two of them that would be the subject of a finding 
19 instruction which say·s, even if you !_)rove employment, if you 
20 ~ve not proven he was acting within th.e scope of that employ-
21 ment, no matter which one was the employer, they both get a 
22 verdict. 
23 Then - yes, 
if Mr. that! 
that, on 
STATEWIDE JF. ~ ~ rERS, LTD. 
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1 ~twill understand what it's goi~g to. say ••• 
2 COUR'l': ••• Bas.ed on the statute? 
3 Yes, sir. 
4 THE 
5 r.m. to basically cite the 
6 la~guage 
1 consider that as 
8 
9 MR. BARKLE.Y; All right. 
10 THE COURT: ~'lhat about 20? 
11 z.m. BARKLEY: Yo.ur Honor, I think this is· the. 
12 whole issue in the case.. .we are talking about the sCOJ?e •. Mr. 
13 Smith,. everytime we talk aboqt something about scope, he 
14 doesn't want to talk about it. Mr. Smith says that there is 










of his employer... I 
I 
THE COURT; •• , we've come back to Numbe.r 11 again. I 
!-.ffi. RARKLEY: Yes., sir. Now, Mr • Smith wan ted 
Mr. Chittum to say that, but he wouldn't say it. He said he 
~s in the hallway and that he was on his rounds. Now, Your 
HOnor, I was going to have to prove that through some other 
witness, but Mr. Chittum proved it and there is a dis.pute in 
. . 
the evidence as to whether h.e was in the scope or not. But, 
there certainly is evidence that the jury is going to have to 
sift out as to whether or not he was within the scope and he 
STATEWIDE COURT REPORTERS, LTD. 
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says he was. He.' s admi tte.d i~ his pleadings, .he.• s.. adnJitted in 
2 
3 COURT: tiel! now, Number 11 s.peaks. to the 
4 liability for the: act$ ·of the employee. while 
5 scope of his employment. Now, you 
6 by sayi~g he is still responsible, 
7 this issue of whether or not he devia from his 
8 employer's 
9 Yes,· sir, to where we 
10 were talking e dual purpose, \·le were 
11 talking about, over, if he's com-
12 pletely on his no liability. If he's 
13 comple.tely for there is liability. 
14 began is that 
15 there could be a dual purpo e in fac·t, .that' s the case, 











a question of 
servi~g. his. 
How would it so that the 
he is if there was 
purposes or was 
Isn't that 
MR. BARKLEY: There is another instruct 
employment, That's what it's going 







determine whether he so dev;ated from his. employer's 
i 
I 
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1 
2 SMITH: No, si~, Your Honor. 
3 BARKLEY: No , sir • 
4 
. . · _,. 
WILLIAMS: No, sir. 
5 All r~ght, the deliver 
6 the. instructions jury and after a sense, 
7 recesses for the e jury's verdict, I am 
8 going to dealing with the. 
9 court on the record and 
10 I will remind anyone in to that extent, 
11 although, will ~at be· on : 
12 the bench. oppor~unity to 
13 speak into .record their any 
14 that the court made on instruction Any other 
15 the court reces.ses awaiting 
16 up to counsel then to make 
17 record and the court will be in chambers. 
18 l{R. SMITH: The defendants, Kensington Associates 
19 and United Service Industries, Inc. object to instruction 
20 nUil)bered 7 because it is redundant and repeats. instructions 
21 10· ·and 7 and 11, they are all the same. These de.fendants ob-
22 that is our only objection. 





CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 22902 
INSTRUCTION NO.: 
In order to recover from Kensington Associates in this case, the 
burden is upon the plaintiff to prove by a preponderance of the evidence 
that Willis Chittum was an employee, servant or agent of the defendant 
Kensington Associates, and also that at the time of the shooting he was 
about the defendant's business and acting within the scope of his employment. 
And unless you believe that the plaint~££ has proven these things by a 
preponderance of the evidence, then the defendant, Kensington Associates, 
is not responsible for Willis Chittum's actions. and you shall return 




YQU SHALL FIND YOUR VERDICT FOR THE PLAINTIFF AND 
AGAINST UNITED SERVICE INDUSTRIES, INC. IF THE PLAINTIFF 
HAS PROVED BY THE GREATER WEIGHT OF THE EVIDENCE THAT: 
(1) UNITED SERVICE INDUSTRIES, INC. WAS NEGLIGENT 
AS THE EMPLOYER OF HARRY WEST; AND THAT 
(2) UNITED SERVICE INDUSTRIES, INC.'S NEGLIGENCE 
WAS A PROXIMATE CAUSE OF THE PLAINTIFF'S ACCIDENT 
AND DAMAGES • 
YOU SHALL FIND YOUR VERDICT FOR THE DEFENDANT UNITED 
SERVICE I~DUSTRIES, INC. IF THE PLAINTIFF HAS FAILED TO 
PROVE BY THE -GREATER WEIGHT OF THE EVIDENCE: 
(1) UNITED SERVICE INDUSTRIES, INC. WAS NEGLIGENT 
AS THE EMPLOYER OF HARRY WEST; AND THAT 
(2) UNITED SERVICE INDUSTRIES, INC.'S NEGLIGENCE 
WAS A PROXIMATE CAUSE OF THE PLAINTIFF'S ACCIDENT 
AND DAMAGES. 
YOU SHALL FIND YOUR VERDICT FOR THE PLAINTIFF AND AGAINST 
WILLIE CHITTUM IF THE PLAINTIFF HAS PROVED BY THE GREATER 
WEIGHT OF THE EVIDENCE THAT: 
(1) WILLIE CHITTUM WAS NEGLIGENT; AND THAT 
(2) WILLIE CHITTUM'S NEGLIGENCE WAS A PROXIMATE 
CAUSE OF THE PLAINTIFF'S ACCIDENT AND DAMAGES. 









J YOU SHALL FIND YOUR VERDICT FOR THE PLAINTIFF Alll&-
AGAINST KENSINGTON ASSOCIATES OR UNITED SERVICE, INC. 
IF THE PLAINTIFF HAS PROVED BY THE GREATER WEIGHT OF THE 
EVIDENCE: 
(1) THAT THAT DEFENDANT WAS THE EMPLOYER OF WILLIE 
CHITTUM; 
(2) AND THAT WILLIE CHITTUM WAS ACTING WITHIN THE 
SCOPE OF THAT EMPLOYMENT. 
YOU SHALL FIND YOUR VERDICT FOR THE DEFENDANTS KENSINGTON 
AND UNITED SERVICE, INC. IF THE PLAINTIFF HAS FAILED TO PROVE 
BY THE GREATER WEIGHT OF THE EVIDENCE: 
(1) THAT EITHER KENSINGTON ASSOCIATES OR UNITED SERVICE, 
INC. WAS THE EMPLOYER OF WILLIE CHITTUM; AND 
(2) THAT WILLIE CHITTUM WAS ACTING WITHIN THE SCOPE OF 
THAT EMPLOYMENT • 
YOU SHALL FIND YOUR VERDICT FOR THE PLAINTIFF AGAINST 
ALL THREE DEFENDANTS IF THE PLAINTIFF HAS PROVED BY THE GREATER 
WEIGHT OF THE EVIDENCE THAT: 
(1) ALL THREE DEFENDANTS WERE NEGLIGENT; AND THAT 
(2) THE NEGLIGENCE OF ALL THREE DEFENDANTS WAS THE 
SOLE PROXIMATE CAUSE OF THE PLAINTIFF'S ACCIDENT 
AND DAMAGES • 
,.1 
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CIT't 0,. CHARLOTTESVILLE 
Having reviewed the briefs filed on the motion to set 
aside the verdict of the jury, I am of the opinion that the motion 
should be denied and that judgment should be entered for the plaintiff 
in accordance with the verdict. 
The last order entered in this case is dated March 22, 
1984 which reflects the verdict. Therefore, the order should refer 
to the March 22 order and should contain such provisions as may be 
appropriate with respect to any appeal. 
DFB/je 
Very ~ru~y your~, ~ _ 
.!ld~ r-
89 
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PICKFORD 
AND BARKLEY 




VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE COUNTY OF ALBEMARLE 
HARRY w. WEST I 
Plaintiff 
v. 







By Order of this Court entered March 22, 1984, the 
Court has had under advisement a Motion by Defendant Kensington 
Associates to set aside the verdict of the jury as contrary to 
the law and the evidence. After mature consideration of the 
briefs.filed on said Motion, it is the opinion of the Court that 
the Motion should be, and hereby is, denied. 
WHEREFORE, and in accordance with the verdict of the jury I 
as set forth in the previous Order of this Court entered March 24! 
I 
1984, it is hereby ORDERED and DECREED that plaintiff Harry W. i 
::::1::::~ ::::~i:::sh:::b:i::~eg:::::~~u;:::::ya:::n::verally, I 
in the amount of $200,000.00 plus interest- at the judgment rate! I 
of 12%) per annum from February 3,~1984, plus his 
I 











ORDERED and DECREED that judgment is granted in favor of United 
Service Industries, Inc. 
In the event either the Defendant Kensington Associates 
ended. 
We ask for this: 
PICKFORD and BARKLEY 
By: d'? ~ 
William G. Barkley, E~uire 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
shall be 
it hereby 
ENTER: ~~ .. :/~ Judge 








Industries, Inc. and Kensington 
~ociates , 1 
«~~~~:!::........Z:'::Z....~L..A~~~~~~~-;?>-:::::;::~ ............. 
Lewis D. Willlams, Esquire 
Counsel for Willie Chittum 
I 
ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 
The Trial Court erred in failing to rule as a matter of 
law that the acts of Willis Chittum which caused injury to 
the appellee were not within the scope of his employment for 
Kensington Associates. 
92 
EMPLOYEE CHANGE OF STATUS 
FacUlty \\'fJJS\ tJC,TovJ GfW-~,V) 
Please enter the following change_(s) as of HeM..\ l Lf111.-, (qJ/ 
' \ 
Name wd Q I {o C}o,;~ Payroll No. 3oc:o 3 
FROM 
Job Dept. Shitt Rate 
t\~~,, M~. ~~&>-lcl Jo 
/ }/Ji1Yvr St2uvt!1 T 'r 
Job Dept. Shift Bate 
REASON FOR CHANGE: 
0 Hired 0 Length of Service Increased 
0 Re-hired 0 Re-evaluation of Existing Job 
0 Promotion 0 Resignation 
0 Demotion 0 Retirement 
D Transfer 0 Layoff 
0 Merit Increase ~Discharge 
0 Leave of Absence to ----------
Date 
Other reason or explanation: WitR1"g :Rmc!o..Nv~f1.rc1 ~ 
AMf>l.~noo u,.,"fkt bAA 'ef'·!d (~161. rv''ib.l= secu.Y:<z;=) 
Supervisor. 
APPUOVED BY --~~h~~·~~ ...... (o.:J~,~~;....:..,~----\­
U  Dept. Head 
CONCUUHED BY--------------
Pr~parc In Dupll<.·att•: ( 1) Payroll D'·parl nu·ut 
(2) Emplnyt'('·s Q(•parlnl~nt 
·: 
\...-
